
Chapter 3970 

Everyone is shocked. 

Let’s not talk about the first half, what does the second half of the gates mean? 

Now, what is it that Lucheng has been able to persist under the siege of the opposing army until now? 

Relying on the solid city defense in the city, coupled with the soldiers to stick to it, it can achieve a 

fortified situation. 

However, at this time, George Han asked to open the city gate. Isn’t this the same as a self-deprecating 

tomb? 

“Leader, once the city gate is opened, it will be no different than we will straighten our necks and go up 

to the enemy’s sword. At that time, the city should be in a critical situation, and it is very likely that 

everything will be destroyed. Please think again.” 

“Yeah, right now . The most advantageous situation is that we take advantage of the city’s defense to 

defend, the leader of the alliance, please rest assured, with my strength to resist, to reach him for a few 

days or even months, the subordinates and others are still quite confident.” 

George Han heard the words, softly . He smiled and shook his head: “ 

Mr. Han naturally understands the meaning of the commanders, and Xie Han will never treat the life and 

death of your brothers as a child’s play. 

” Ma Nanfeng glanced at the 

people present. At this time, he walked to George Han’s side in a few steps, and said softly, “Alliance 

leader, can you take a step to speak?” 

George Han nodded slightly, and the two leaned to the side. , At this time, Ma Nanfeng said in a low 

voice: “Alliance leader, let’s not say how dangerous it is to open the city gate. Even if you want to open 

it, it should not be over the south gate.” 

“After all, you also know that this South Gate commander was rebellious just now. Although it seems 

that he has changed his mind on the surface, who can guarantee that it is only because of your great 

power, the leader of the alliance? I mean, once the city gate is opened. , the enemy can press directly 

into the city. At that time, the enemy’s power is huge, and the commander of the South Gate can feel 

betrayal 

at any time, and it is convenient to leave at any time.” 

“In this way, we will not pay the lady when the time comes. It’s a serious loss of troops.” 

“The mouth of the Quartet, once there is a shortage of one, the entire defense system will completely 

collapse, which is like a disaster for us.” 

“So, in my humble opinion, even if you have to take risks , we also have to take risks at the East Gate.” 



“I have such traitors as the Left Lieutenant General in the East Gate, but I have always handed over the 

front line of the city defense to my confidant, the Right Lieutenant General, so the East Gate can be as 

solid as gold.” 

George Han laughed . nod. 

“Why, the leader of the alliance doesn’t believe in his subordinates?” Seeing that George Han didn’t 

make a statement, he just smiled, making Ma Nanfeng a little embarrassed. 

George Han shook his head: “Because I trust you, Ma Nanfeng, the east gate cannot be opened.” 

“The situation of the two northwest gates is similar to yours.” 

“It just so happens that the south gate is different. 

“ 

“As you said, the commander of the South Gate has the intention of betrayal, so there must have been 

some inadvertent small actions above the South Gate, and some information must be conveyed through 

these small actions.” 

“So naturally, the South Gate Open, at least as expected.” 

“But your side suddenly opened the city gate, let me ask you, is the enemy army a straw bag? Wouldn’t 

they find it strange?” 

Hearing George Han’s words, Ma Nan Feng frowned and thought about it for a long time. He seemed to 

understand what George Han said. After a while, he bowed his head slightly: “This subordinate is 

ignorant. If you say something useless, please forgive me.” 

George Han smiled slightly and patted Ma Nanfeng on the shoulder: “You are a veteran of the 

battlefield, you have rich combat experience, and you are also extremely cheerful, but my tactics are a 

bit foxed, so I can’t blame you.” The 

words ended, George Han turned around and looked at the generals: 

“Everyone, let’s take action.” 

“Yes!” The 

generals took orders and followed George Han’s back, and the group quickly walked towards the south 

gate. 

About half an hour later, at the south gate, along with the slow sound of the city gate, the heavy gate 

began to slowly open, and then stopped completely after it opened wide. 

On both sides of the city gate, dozens of soldiers ran out, waving white flags in their hands. 

“Report!” At the 

enemy’s South Gate siege, the scouts rushed into the South Gate commander’s tent: “Report to the 

commander, the south gate of the city is already open, and some people are waving white flags.” 



Hearing this, he sat upright . The commander in the tent immediately stood up, his face overjoyed: 

“Really?” 

After he finished speaking, he rushed out of the tent in a few steps. When he looked at the south gate, it 

was as Xiao Bing said. 

“The order goes on, all the soldiers in the south, immediately gather in secret and go with me to kill the 

generals.” 

“Yes!” 

Chapter 3971 

“f***, it’s time to break the city, Lao Tzu’s first merit is in front of you.” The southern commander said 

excitedly. 

In just a moment, in his joy, the 50,000 southern army has been assembled. 

“Commander, do you want to report this to Elder Shenlong?” the subordinate asked softly. 

“I have sent someone to inform him.” The southern commander said. 

“What the commander means is that we won’t wait for Elder Shenlong’s next order?” the subordinate 

asked strangely. 

“Waiting for an order? Waiting for an order. When my people arrive at her place, she will think about 

sending a letter to me. I’m afraid the day lily will be cold by then.” 

“The south gate has opened, and now is the best opportunity. , the so-called opportunity must not be 

lost, and it will never come again. On this battlefield, the situation is changing rapidly. If you have to ask 

the top for everything, then it is better not to fight this battle . 

“ 

The weapon in his hand: “ 

Where are the generals?” “Yes!” 

“Okay, rush into the fallen city with this commander, and win the first battle of the siege!” “ 

Yes!” “Crush! 

” “Come on!” The commander took the lead, and the 50,000 horses in the south were also rushing 

towards the south gate of the fallen city. And almost a quarter of an hour later, the messenger also 

arrived at the front of the East Gate army. “I am a secret envoy from the south, ordered by the 

commander, and there is important news to report to Elder Shenlong.” The man was stopped a few 

meters away from Ming Yu and others, so he had to speak loudly. 

Ming Yu turned back slightly, then waved his hand, motioning him to come and speak. 

The soldier let go, and the man walked quickly to Ming Yu and the others. At this time, she was 

surrounded by a group 



of executives with relaxed expressions. 

“What’s the matter?” Zhu Yanshuo said. 

“Reporting to Elder Shenlong, our persuasion to surrender has already been effective. Just now, the gate 

of the south gate of the city should have been opened, and the commander of the south has brought 

50,000 horses from the south into the city.” 

“The gate of the south gate is open? “Zhu Yanshuo was obviously surprised. 

Simultaneously shocked, there are other executives present. After all, this is really huge news for the 

Luocheng who has been attacking for a long time. 

“Is this true?” Ye Shijun shouted excitedly. 

The man nodded hurriedly: “The little one will never dare to deceive the officers.” 

“Okay, okay, it’s so damn good, if the south gate opens, our army will enter the city as if it were no one, 

and then, The defense of this fallen city will also be completely disintegrated with our army entering.” 

“Haha, 

then it will not be a moment for us to capture this fallen city?” 

“He George Han is still here leading his troops to play patience with us, In fact, I don’t know, our 

hometown has been stolen by us.” 

“Hahahahaha!” A group of 

people laughed and were very happy. 

This matter is simply a great good thing, and there is no such thing. 

Of course, among all the people who were laughing wildly, there was one person who frowned. 

Ming Yu naturally noticed this person, and Wei Wei said strangely: “City Lord Zhu is worried about 

fraud?” 

Zhu Yanshuo glanced at everyone, knowing that he was ruining everyone’s happiness, but he opened his 

mouth and clicked Head: “Yes, my subordinates always think, is it too smooth?” 

“City Lord Zhu is cautious in his actions. We all know this, but sometimes he is still cautious, so it can’t 

be called 

pretending. 

” Are you worried that there will be an ambush inside?” 

“We are attacking the city, but some people are more cautious than those who defend the city. I think 

some people have been beaten psychologically.” 

Ye Shijun and Futian looked at each other. And sneered, now that Zhu Yanshuo is being ridiculed by the 

group, how can they be unhappy? ! 



Zhu Yanshuo was also a little embarrassed. After all, from some perspectives, these people did have 

their own reasons for ridiculing themselves. 

“Perhaps, it is indeed because the subordinates are too concerned. The city gate is wide open and there 

is nothing to say, and the subordinates are only connected to the strange behavior of George Hanbu in 

front, and they always feel that something is wrong.” 

Ming Yu Nodding slightly, he looked at the distant city, as if thinking about something… 

 


